The rotational Zeeman effect has been observed in methanimine which was produced from ethylenediamine by flash pyrolysis. The observed vibronic ground state expectation values of the molecular g-values, the magnetic susceptibility anisotropies and the molecular electric quadrupole moments are: gaa = -1.27099 (22), gbb= -0.18975 (7), gcc= -0.03440(8), 2caa-Qbh-Qcc = 12.49(19) • 10~6ergG-2mor \ 2Qbb-L c-Qaa = 5.22(11) • 10"6ergG~2 mol" \ Qua = 0.43(17) • 10~26esu cm2, Qbb= 1.08(10) • IO"26 esu cm2, and Qcc= -1.51 (26) ■ IO"26 esu cm2. With the TZVP ab initio value for the out-off plane electronic second moment as additional input, reliable values can be given also for the individual components of the magnetic susceptibility tensor and for the bulk susceptibility: t = ({.a + Zib + Zcc)ß=-13.13(88) • 10"6 erg G -2 m o l1. From low-J a-and b-type zero field transitions the spin-rotation coupling constants and the 14N nuclear quadrupole coupling constants could be redetermined with improved accuracy. These data are compared with our new theoretical results.
Introduction
We have initiated a series of rotational Zeeman effect studies of small imine compounds because of our interest in local additivity rules for the magnetic susceptibility tensor. Such additivity rules have been originally proposed by Benson, Norris, and Flygare [1] by analogy with Pascal's rules for the bulk suscep tibilities. Later they were extended by Wiese [2] to include more local subunits. A really reliable local tensor for the imine group is still missing but is of considerable interest for the assessment of nonlocal ring currents in aromatic nitrogen containing heterocycles. Also accurate experimental susceptibilities for small molecules such as methanimine are of special interest for comparison with ab initio values calcu lated with the IGLO method developed recently by Kutzelnigg and coworkers [3] .
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The microwave spectrum of methanimine was studied first by Johnson and Lovas [4] , Later Pearson and Lovas [5] devised improved pyrolysis schemes and derived a substitution structure from the rotational constants of six isotopic species. For later use we pres ent their structure in Fig. 1 and Table 1 .
The 14N hyperfine interaction including spin-rotation interaction was studied by Brown, Godfrey, and Winkler [6] . In the following we also present an analysis of several low-J zero-field multiplets, where inclusion of b-type transitions leads to improved quadrupole coupling and spin-rotation coupling constants. We then present the analysis of high field molecular Zeeman effect spectra. Next, the molecular electric quadrupole moments and the anisotropies in the sec ond moments of the electronic charge distribution are calculated from the observed Zeeman parameters.
Parallel to the experiments at Kiel extensive ab initio calculations were carried out at Edinburgh. Using the ab initio value for the out-off plane electronic second moment we are in the position to present reliable values for the magnetic susceptibility tensor which are 0932-0784 / 89 / 1100-1063 $ 01.30/0. -Please order a reprint rather than making your own copy. not easily accessible otherwise. This is discussed in the fourth section of the present contribution. In the final section the ab initio work is described in some detail and the calculated results are critically compared to the new experimental data.
Experimental Details
Methanimine was prepared by flash pyrolysis of ethylenediamine in a quartz tube (inner diameter: 1 cm; length: 20 cm) heated to 6005-700 °C: n h 2 n h 2 H -C ____ C -H ^^ 2 ■ H2C = NH + H ,.
h h Since H2C = NH is unstable in the standard brass waveguide absorption cells (it tends to polymerize at the walls), a flow system was set up. The pyrolysis oven was located as closely as possible to the front end of the absorption cell and the sample was fed coaxially into the cell in order to minimize the number of wall collisions. Typical total pressures were about 10 mTorr at the entrance hole into the cell and about 1 mTorr at the exit slit, i.e. a fairly rapid flow was maintained.
As absorption cells we have used standard 5-band and J-band rectangular waveguide cells (inner cross sections 3.4 cm by 7.2 cm and 1.6 cm by 3.5 cm, re spectively), and oversized Z-band cells (inner cross section: 1 cm by 5 cm). All cells were equipped with a central septum for Stark-effect modulation. The cells could be cooled down to approximately -50 °C by methanol, flowing through a cooling jacket. To record the spectra, a cw microwave spectrometer with phase stabilized backward wave oscillators as radiation sources and square wave Stark-effect modulation was used. In order to reduce modulation broadening we have used a rather low modulation frequency of 8 kHz only. Furthermore, for automatic operation and sig nal averaging we have used the frequency sweep and data accquisition system developed recently by Stolze [7] -
To illustrate the quality of the spectra we present recordings of the 312 <-313 and 110 <-111 rotational transitions in Figs. 2 and 3 , respectively. The multiplet patterns are mainly caused by the nuclear quadrupole interaction of the 14N nucleus. In Fig. 4 we present the resolved central part of the 110 <-111 multiplet recorded at a lower total pressure and at a lower power level of the incident microwave radiation. This reduces collision and power broadening at the ex pense of a decreased signal to noise ratio. The quality of the recording is, however, still sufficient to extract the satellite frequencies with high precission by plot ting the sum of the squares of the experimental inten sities divided by the sum of the squares of the experi mental deviations with respect to height optimized Lorentzians [8] (second trace in Figure 4 ):
(£v = experimental intensity at frequency point v; ß v = baseline value at frequency point v; Lv = intensity of Lorentzian centered at frequency v0 with least squares optimized height: S = scaling factor for draw ing purposes; 2 • Av -frequency window measured in Fig. 2 . Recording of the zero field 14N hfs pattern of the 312 <-313 rotational transition. Lorentzian line shapes with 160 kHz full width at half hight were assumed in the simula tion. The dashed pattern was calculated under neglect of spin-rotation. Fig. 3 . Recording of the zero field 14N hfs pattern of the 110 <-111 rotational transition of methanimine. The lower trace was calculated from our 14N quadrupole coupling con stants and spin rotation coupling constants presented in Table 4 . Lorentzian line shapes with 160 kHz full width at half height were assumed in this simulation.
steps of the digital sweep (for the window width we typically use 2-Av = 3/2 full linewidth at half height)).
As is shown in the Appendix, the peak heights in such a plot should be roughly proportional to the logarithm of the quotient of the probability that there is a line divided by the probability that there is no line.
The second trace shows the result of our line finder routine described in the Appendix. The bottom trace shows a simu lation calculated from the coupling constants presented in Table 4 . Lorentzian line profiles were assumed with 80 kHz full width at half height.
We note that the experimental splitting between the two F '*-F satellites obtained that way coincides to better than 100 Hz with the splitting calculated from the optimized quadrupole coupling constants and spin-rotation coupling constants listed below in Table 4 .
For the Zeeman studies the absorption cells were located in the gap of a powerful electromagnet. This system has been described in detail in [9] and [10] . Since the microwave radiation is polarized perpendic ular to the broad face of the waveguide cells, pure oor pure rc-type Zeeman spectra can be easily obtained by the appropriate choice of the orientation of the waveguide cells with respect to the exterior field. Due to the increased gap widths necessary to house the oversized cells, maximum field strengths were reduced to about 18 kG. Also the long term fluctuations of the field were slightly higher than previously reported ( f 5G rather than ±1 G reported in ref. [9] ). This adds 0.03% to the uncertainties of the g-tensor ele ments and 0.06% to the uncertainties in the measured susceptibility anisotropies (see below).
Analysis of the Zero Field Multiplets
We have recorded and analyzed the zero field hfs multiplets of five low-J rotational transitions, two Table 2 . For the analysis of the splittings we have used the standard rigid rotor Hamiltonian supplemented by the 14N nuclear quadrupole coupling interaction which accounts for the potential energy of the electric quadrupole moment of the spinning nucleus within the intramolecular electric field, and by the 14N spinrotation interaction which accounts for the potential energy of the nuclear magnetic dipole moment in the magnetic field generated by the overall rotation of the molecular charge distribution. This Hamiltonian is given by with j f ro, the rigid rotor energy, j f nq the 14N nuclear quadrupole interaction energy, and .#sr the 14N spin rotation interaction energy.
If one sets up the Hamiltonian matrix with respect to the coupled basis, | J, Ka Kc, 7, F, MF ), correspond ing to the vector coupling scheme F = J + I , and if all matrix elements which are off-diagonal in the quan tum number J are neglected (an excellent approxima tion in our present application), then the energy levels corresponding to (2) The other symbols have the following meaning: h= Planck's constant; Ba, Bh, Bc = rotational con stants in frequency units; <J2>, <7h 2>, <«72> = asym metric top expectation values for the squares of the angular momentum operators (in units of h2) with respect to the principal inertia axes; e -proton charge; Qn = nuclear quadrupole moment of the 14N nucleus; <S2F/0a2> etc. are the vibronic ground state expecta tion values for the second derivatives of the intra molecular Coulomb potential taken at the position of the nitrogen nucleus; Maa etc. are elements of the spinrotation coupling tensor; 7=1 =spin quantum num ber of the nitrogen spin; J = angular momentum quantum number for the molecular rotation. (Com pare (9.75) of [11] for the quadrupole interaction and (9.146) and (9.147) for the spin-rotation interaction, but note that here we follow Flygare's convention [12] , [13] for the sign of the spin-rotation interaction.) For completeness we give the rigid rotor angular momen tum expectation values of interest here in Table 3 . They were calculated by partial differentiation of the rigid rotor energies with respect to the rotational con stants as described in [10] .
We have also calculated the energy levels by the program described in [14] , In this program the com plete Hamiltonian matrix is set up in the coupled basis In the second column of Table 4 we also give our ab initio quadrupole coupling constants and approxi mate values for the spin rotation constants as pre dicted from INDO wavefunctions. The ab initio work is discussed below. The spin-rotation coupling con stants were calculated according to Flygare's approx imate expression (21) in [12] . It reads Table 4 . 14N quadrupole coupling and spin rotation con stants (MHz) of CH2NH. Uncertainties are one standard deviation from the least squares fit (a from the SCF TZVP wave-functions, b from INDO/2 p-orbital populations; see text).
Constant
This work Theoretical Brown et al. [6] ' /.a a and the individual F-blocks are diagonalized numeri cally. The results agree, confirming the approximation which leads to (3). While the rotational constants were taken from the work of Lovas and Johnson [5 a], the quadrupole cou pling constants and the spin rotation coupling con stants were fitted to the observed splittings by the standard least squares procedure. (Note that from (3) these parameters enter linearly into the theoretical expressions for the splittings.) Our result is presented in Table 4 . Also given for comparison are the corre sponding values determined earlier by Brown and coworkers [6] , It is interesting to note the improve-
(and cyclic permutations).
The symbols have the following meanings: pn = nuclear magneton; gN = 14N nuclear g-value; h = h/2 n;c=veloc ity of light (all these constants were taken from the Appendix of ref. [11] ). Zn is the atomic number of the n'-th nucleus other than 14N, bn. -bN is the difference in the ^-coordinates of the n'-th nucleus and the nitro gen nucleus etc.; rn.N is the distance between the n'-th nucleus and the 14N nucleus; m is the electron mass; | AE | is an average electron excitation energy; <l/r3) p is the electronic expectation value of 1/r3 for an elec tron in a nitrogen p-orbital, and Pbb, Pbc etc. are ele ments of the density matrix defined as occ.orb. occ.orb. = 2 z lfPb ljPb; Phc = 2 z lJPbljPc, (5) j j where ljPh is the LCAO-coefficient of the nitrogen phorbital in the j-th molecular orbital.
The original parameterization of Pople was used in the INDO program. The microwave structure of Pearson and Lovas (see Fig. 1 and Table 1 ) was used as input for the INDO program and for the calcula tion of the nuclear contribution to the spin-rotation coupling. The part of the INDO density matrix which is of interest here is given in Table 5 . Then with \AE\ = 5.4 eV (see [15] ) and with <l/r3> = 16.6 • 1024 cm2 [16] , the values listed in column 2 of Table 4 are predicted for the spin-rotation coupling constants. In view of the crude approximations involved in the derivation of (4), the agreement between our experimental values and the predicted values is remarkably good.
Analysis of the Zeeman-hfs Multiplets
We have studied the Zeeman-hfs multiplets of all five low-J transitions. For the analysis of the splittings we have used the effective Hamiltonian Jfeff -Jtrn1 + Jfnn -I-+ + + Jf*.
(A detailed description of the theoretical background is given in [10] .) In (6) $fnz represents the nuclear Zeeman effect of the nitrogen nucleus.
represents the so called first order rotational Zeeman effect. (It arises from the interaction of the magnetic dipole moment caused by the overall rotation of the molecular charge distribu tion with the exterior magnetic field.) Sf, represents the second order rotational Zeeman effect. (It arises from the interaction of the field induced intramolecu lar electronic ring currents with the exterior field.)
Since the exterior field effectively uncouples nitro gen spin precession and molecular overall rotation, the uncoupled basis \J, KaKc, Mj, /, M;> is more ap propriate. (For a discussion of the transition from the coupled case at low fields to the uncoupled case at high fields compare for instance [17] .) Within this un coupled basis the diagonal matrix elements take the form (7) and (8) . The non-vanishing off-diagonal ele ments are (9) 
<J. Ku Kc, M j, /, M; I Jfeff | J, Ka Kc,M j± 2, M, + 2>
. (10) As compared to the corresponding expressions used earlier (see Sutter and Flygare [18] ) for the diagonal elements and Sutter [9] for the off-diagonal elements of the nuclear quadrupole coupling), we have extended the expressions to include the spin-rotation interac tion of the nitrogen nucleus. In order to obtain the eigenvalues of the effective Hamiltonian, the Mj, Mr submatrices of rank (2 J +1) (21 + 1) which correspond to the different J .K aKc-states were diagonalized numerically. The relative intensities of the satellites were obtained by the corresponding transformation of the direction cosine elements. Depending on the orientation of the waveguide cell, the Zeeman-hfs multiplets were recorded under the AMj -0 or AMj = ±1 selection rule. For the nitrogen spin the AMj -0 selection rule applied throughout since the strong field uncoupled spin and overall rota tion. Our observed splittings are given in Table 6 (compare too Figure 5) .
From a nonlinear iterative least squares fit to the observed multiplets which was carried out similar to the procedure described in ref. [9] , the molecular g values and molecular magnetic susceptibility an isotropies presented in Table 7 were obtained. As de scribed in ref. [17] the sign of the molecular g tensor elements could be determined unambiguously from intermediate field multiplet patterns such as shown in Figure 6 . the a-component of the electronic angular momentum operator with respect to the rotating molecular frame, further molecular properties can be determined from the measured Zeeman parameters.
These additional molecular properties include the molecular electric quadrupole moment, the aniso- Table 4 . tropies in the second moments of the electronic charge distribution and -if a value for the bulk susceptibility were available -the second moments of the charge distribution and the diagonal elements of the mag netic susceptibility tensor, all referred to the principal inertia axes coordinate system. (See [19] for the theoret ical expressions for the ^-values and [20] for the sus ceptibilities. A combined derivation which starts from the molecular Lagrangian has been presented in [10] .)
Molecular Electric Quadrupole Moments and the Anisotropies in the Second Moments of the Electronic Charge Distribution
Molecular electric quadrupole moments play an important role for instance in intermolecular rota tional energy transfer in low density gases and in the preorientation of molecules in liquid phase reactions. While they are not easily accessible to experiment otherwise, they can be directly calculated from the rotational constants and the five Zeeman parameters in Table 7 
Strictly speaking (14) only applies within the model of a rigid nuclear frame. However Sutter and Flygare [10] have presented arguments which show that Qx x.= + 4.041 • 10~26 esu cm2 Qy.y. = -2.424 • 10" 26 esu cm2 Fig. 7 . Orientation of the molecular electric quadrupole moment tensor and of the 14N nuclear quadrupole coupling tenor in methanimine as calculated from the TZVP wavefunction. Note that the quadrupole moment is given with respect to the nuclear center of charge (.v-axis perpendicular to the C = N bond), which is located at a"cc = 0.0824 Ä and bncc= -0.0601 Ä with respect to the principal inertia axes system of the microwave restructure (see Table 1 ). Transfor mation into the principal inertia axes system requires the knowledge of the components of the molecular electric dipole moment (see [5 b] [22] and by Perry and Moss [23] for the case of large amplitude bending vibrations.) Our experimental quadrupole moments calculated according to (14) are given in Table 8 . Also given for comparison are the quadrupole moments calculated from INDO wavefunctions by the method of Hamer, Engelbrecht, and Sutter [24] , and our new ab initio results calculated at Edinburgh with a triple zeta valence basis with polarization functions involving 58 gaussian type orbitals (TZVP).
The five Zeeman parameters together with the molecular structure and the rotational constants can also be used to calculate experimental values for the anisotropies in the second moments of the electronic charge distribution. The second moments are defined as electrons <fl2> = <0| I a2 |0>.
(15) j Comparison with the theoretical expressions given in (11) and (12) Just as is the case with the molecular electric quadru pole moments, the "experimental" anisotropies derived from the Zeeman parameters can be used as a further test for the quality of ab initio wavefunctions in the outer regions of the molecule. In Table 8 we list our experimental results together with our new theoretical values.
Diagonal Elements of the Magnetic Susceptibility Tensor and the Individual Second Moments of the Electronic Charge Distribution
Additional input is needed if one is interested in the individual magnetic susceptibility tensor elements and Table 8 . Comparison of the experimental molecular electric quadrupole moments (see (14) ) and the anisotropies in the second moments of the electronic charge distributions (see (16) ) with the corresponding theoretical values. The second moments for the nuclear charge distribution are calculated from the microwave structure as X Z" ■ a2 = 9.279(l 1) Ä2 and X Zn ■ bl = 2.472(7) Ä2. Here the uncertainties follow by gaussian error propagation from the uncertainties in the bond distances and bond angles quoted in Table V (10) 1.07 1.0279 QcJ io-"2f> esu cm2 -1.51 (26) if the result is combined with the experimental sus ceptibility anisotropies from Table 7 . the individual components of the magnetic susceptibility tensor as well as the bulk susceptibility are calculated in units of 10"6 erg G " 2 m ol"1 as Cflu= -8.91(86), tbb = -11-42(87), £cc= -19.07(91), £ =-13.13(88).
The uncertainties follow by Gaussian error propaga tion from a very conservative +0.1 • 10"16 cm2 esti mate for the uncertainty in the ab initio value of <c2> and from the experimental uncertainties in the Zeeman parameter listed in Table 7 . Now from cyclic permutations of (17) we can also calculate the values for the other electronic second moments. The result in units of 10"16 cm2 is second moments of the electronic charge distribution. The standard input here would be an experimental value for the bulk susceptibility t = (Zaa+ U + U P ■ In our case, however, the experimental determination of the bulk susceptibility would be difficult due to the high reactivity of the compound. As a different ap proach we have therefore used our most reliable ab initio value for <c2>, i.e. the one calculated by the Hartree Fock SCF method with the TZVP basis. This value is <c2> = 2.854 • 10"16 cm2. (The TZV-basis leads to a slightly larger value: <c2> = 2.880 • 10"16 cm2 while estimates from additivity rules derived by Blickensderfer, Wang, and Flygare [25] on one hand and by Maksic and Mikac [26] on the other hand lead to <c2> values of 2.75 • 10"16 cm2 and 2.60 -10"16 cm2, respectively). Now from the theoretical expressions for the g-and C-tensor elements reported in (12) and (13) <c2> is related to the g-and ^-tensor elements:
with If this equation is solved for (£fc. -£aa~ Cbh) the experimental ^-values, the rotational constants and the TZVP-value for <c2> as input data, and <a2> = 11.89 (14) , </)2> = 4.97 (13) .
The uncertainties follow from the estimated +0.1 • 10"16 cm2 uncertainty in the ab initio value for <c2>, from the experimental uncertainties in the Zeeman parameters, and from the uncertainties in the geome try of the nuclear frame, respectively.
From the anisotropies in the local (atom) suscepti bility deduced from Table II i.e. close to the currently accepted value for a sp2 hybridized carbon atom.
To broaden the experimental basis for this incre ment and for the assessment of neighbouring bond effects we are currently investigating the rotational Zeeman effect of several other small open chain mole cules containing the imine group. h Multiconfiguration SCF (1292 configurations with 6 electrons distributed in 9 MOs). c As for DZ, but with d-orbitals on C and N with exponents 0.6 and 0.8, respectively.
Theoretical Studies a) Equilibrium Structures
The equilibrium structure (re) of methanimine was sought using the ab initio gradient technique of the GAMESS suite of programs [27] , mounted at the ULCC Cray-Is computer. A series of gaussian type orbital bases (GTOs) varying from 13 to 58 were used, and in the First stage rc was calculated with single configuration SCF methods. In a subsequent stage, a multi-configuration SCF (complete active space, CASSCF) was used with two medium sized bases. The full results are shown in Table 9 . The wave functions of the largest pair of single configuration SCF studies (TZVP, triple zeta valence + polarization) were refined by all valence electron configuration interaction, to determine the effect upon the molecular properties obtained.
b) Molecular Properties Derived from the Wave-Functions
In principle conversion of the theoretical field gra dients to experimental quadrupole coupling constants (MHz) requires knowledge of the 14N nuclear quadru pole moment (QN). In practice, due to the limited precission in the wave-functions, the (?N value is better regarded as a conversion factor which is both basis set and method dependent (i.e. SCF. MC-SCF. CI). For the DZ basis we have used -3.5244 MHz/a.u. as con version factor [28, 29] , For the TZVP basis we have insufficient data to allow a linear correlation with ex periment, so that the values based on theoretical data for ammonia were utilized. The experimental value for the quadrupole coupling constant in NH3 is -4.08923 MHz [30] and hence allowed the evaluation of <2n at the SCF, MC-SCF (CASSCF), CI levels. For the TZVP basis our conversion factor determined that way is -4.0111 MHz/a.u. A remaining problem in relating the theoretical to experimental data lies with the structure. Strictly the theoretical data must be evaluated at the rc structure, and this has been done in Table 10 , but with a comparison of the TZVP data at the rs structure. In the latter case the change from re to rs leads to a slight drop of all tensor elements (ca. 2-5%). These changes indicate that the remaining discrepancies between the ab initio values and the experimental results may be largely due to the neglect of vibrational averaging in the former values.
In Table 11 we give the theoretical values of the molecular electric quadrupole moment and other second moments of the charge distribution, with both nuclear and electronic contributions to the tensor ele ments. The data labeled x, y, z give values in the nuclear center of charge system. It refers to the re TZVP/DZ structures. The y-axis was chosen to be parallel to the N=C internuclear axis, and the x-axis was chosen to point to the side of the single hydrogen atom. The z-and c-axes are parallel and perpendicular to the molecular plane. The diagonalized quadrupole moment tensor axes (x', y', z) make an angle £(x, x') of 38.49° to (x, y, z), while the £(y, a) angle is -4.57°. Table 10 . Ab initio 14N nuclear quadrupole coupling constants in methanimine. Our experimental values, which are effectively vibronic ground state expectation values, are also given for direct comparison. At the bottom we give values with respect to the (x, y, z)-system (y-axis along the NC-bond pointing from N to C, z-axis out-off plane, x-axis perpendicular to the NC-internuclear axis and pointing to the side of the single hydrogen atom). The principal x' axis of the coupling tensor makes angles *(x, x')= -40.40 (SCF) and -39.91° (CI), respectively. (yaa and yhb are not given in [32] , The values in brackets were calculated from the quoted values X x x = -4.86 MHz and Xy? = + 1.24 MHz assuming ^a x '= 54.16°). Table 11 . TZVP-SCF-values (58 GTO's) for the second moments (in units of 10 16 cm2) and the molecular electric quadru pole moments (in units of 10"26 esu cm2), calculated at the restructure. Values labelled x', y', z' refer to the diagonalized nuclei electrons system (compare too Figure 7 ). Shorthands used: x2uclear= X Z" x2 and x2lectronic= -<0| £ xj |0> etc. At first sight the structures (Table 9) obtained ap pear very similar, and largely independent of basis set. However there are certain trends which have more general importance. The TZVP basis set calculation is the largest yet reported for this molecule, and has the lowest energy (SCF: -94.0642 a.u.;CI: -94.3759 a.u.), to be compared with that from an MP3/6-31 G** basis ( -94.3570 a.u.) [31] . The last calculation has Möller-Plesset corrections to the SCF wave-function (effectively SV +polarization) to third order and is the only previous rc structure calculated with methods beyond the single configuration SCF. As the basis set increases there is a slight shortening of the CN dis tance below that from the rs structure, although the CNH-angle comes closer to the rs-value in this se quence. The smallest (STO-3 G) basis gives a fortu itously good agreement of rc with rs, but the wavefunction is so restricted that electronic properties cannot be well determined from it. It thus appears that polarization functions (DZ versus DZP, TZV versus TZVP) whilst correcting the difference in CNH overshorten CN. The reason appears to be an inadequate representation of the re-MOs in the ground state. Clearly incorporation of the antibonding CN* into the wave-function can be expected to increase the CN length, and this is found in an extreme form when comparing DZ with DZ-CAS. When polarization is introduced as in DZD (d-orbitals on C and N) or in the MP3/6-31 G** (d-orbitals on C and N, and p-orbitals on H). both the CN and CNH parameters im-prove. Although the TZVP MC-SCF calculation con tained some 35585 configurations, the wave-function is very well represented by the following equation, where ip0 is the single configuration SCF and i/^j that obtained by double replacement of the la" by 2a": >Amcscf = 0.965 <A 0 -0.148 «V (The MO's la" and 2a" are the CN 7i-bonding and 7r*-antibonding orbitals, respectively).
Method
Comparison of the DZD-CASSCF result with the DZD one alone (DZ plus d-orbitals on C, N) shows that CNH is further corrected relative to the micro wave rs structure, and whilst the CN length is now shorter it is still slightly long. We may note that we consider the MP3/6-31 G** result, which used basi cally the split-valence (SV) basis with polarization on H, N and C, as slightly fortuitious, since a feature of the MPn corrections is that they are not stable in pre dictions with small n.
d) 14iV Nuclear Quadrupole Coupling
The values in the nuclear center of charge coordi nate system (y-axis parallel to N=C) and inertia axes data are given in Table 10 . The effects of CI are small as noted above, but the agreement with the microwave data is slightly improved by MC-SCF/CI at the TZVP level. The present values of the diagonalized tensor show a high value in the general direction of the N lone pair axis, making an angle of about 49° with the N=C bond. This is in line with some earlier calcula tions which are collected in [32] , These calculations also show that minimal basis sets cannot yield the correct balance between a-and 7r-tensor elements [32] .
e) Second Moments
The theoretical (TZVP) data in the nuclear center of charge system (x, y, z) and in the diagonalized system (x', y', z) are shown in Table 11 , with the corresponding inertial axis data in Table 8 . The present definition of terms leads to the total of any element being the sum of nuclear and electronic terms. When the electronic terms are separated and the anisotropy of the second moments obtained (Table 8) . it is seen that the TZVP and INDO basis results are both in good agreement with the experimental values derived from the Zeeman data. The "good" result of the INDO calculation is however fortuitious since <a2>-INDO, </?2>-INDO. and <c2)-INDO are all three low by approximately the same amount, and this error largely cancels in the differences. We may note, however, that a previous study [33] which is essentially identical with (1) of the text. We note that if v0 does not coincide with a line center, a situation also shown in Fig. A .l, the sum £ (E v -Lv)2 V is larger than 2 Ava2. This contributes to the rapid drop of the plotted expression in the wings of a line. In between the lines, the optimized Lorentzian will have zero height and (1) of the text will essentially give zero.
